ON THE COVER
Volunteerism is big on the OU campus, but this was the first time student organizers had attempted a mass contribution of their time and talents to social agencies throughout Norman. General Colin Powell pumped up enthusiasm for the Big Event with a pre-event rally in Lloyd Noble Center. Hundreds of volunteers answered the call, including planning committee members, from left, Brandon Brooks, Mandy Johnson, Tara Palmer, Rakesh Patel and Chris Kannaday. Story on Page 4.

4 THE BIG EVENT
Inspired by the nation's No. 1 volunteer, Sooner students spread out into Norman to teach each other the meaning of "community"—and not even a torrential spring downpour could dampen their spirits. Also: Colin Powell's "You Are Generation Excellent" on Page 8

10 CAN YOUR DOCTOR TALK ABOUT DYING?
Americans deny death while physicians view death as a defeat instead of a normal part of medical care. At OUHSC medical educators are bringing end-of-life issues out of the closet and into the curriculum.

14 NEW SHERIFF IN TOWN
OU Athletic Director Joe Castiglione needed no suggestions; he knew exactly the football coach he wanted. After a single season, long-suffering fans are convinced that he picked the right man for the job.

18 BLESSED ARE THE DIFFERENCE MAKERS
Archbishop Desmond Tutu came to Norman to accept an honorary doctorate and left the academic convocation audience with a message of forgiveness, reconciliation and challenges for the future.

21 TEACHERS AND BOOKS
Alumnus E. DeGolyer was willing to give the University his collection of rare volumes in the history of science—but only if the University was willing to establish an academic discipline in the subject.

26 A CRIB FOR CORA
Engineering Professor Kuang-Hua Chang offers his OU senior design teams the opportunity to pit their technological skills and compassion against the disabilities that limit the quality of human life.
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